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A Hexxet’s Comics– Commission

Reality Engine
We need an app for that!
Commissioned by Lord Sengir



Somewhere in the desert. Iron fort – Military base. Led by Doctor Norah
Hendriks the science Division of Research Facility md-02 is working on a top-
secret quantum science project. Recently some promising tests took place, but
“The Machine” is less than ready for use. It’s far too difficult to input commands.
For this purpose, Dr. Norah has invited her old friend Prof. Fortune to help with
the creation of an app to navigate the “Reality Engine”.



The project we
are working on is

revolutionary. It has the
potential to fix resource

shortages, make wars 
unnecessary, and even

the way we live.

Have you
developed a 

warp drive? Are 
we going to the

stars?!

Holy! Are you
saying what I 
think you are?



Excuse me if I‘m a 
bit sceptical… but 
that sounds more
like fiction than

science.

Reality Engine… 
Can‘t say I‘m familiar
with the term. What
exactly does it do?

Oh, we‘ve run our 
first tests a few

days ago. Trust me, 
the reality engine is

working!

Well… how to
explain… it digs deep

into the quantum
fabrics of reality

and… well… changes 
reality itself.

Err… no… no warp 
drive…No here at 

md-02 we have 
created… *drumrole* 
A Reality Engine! 





*giggle*
It‘s so good to see
you again! Come 
let me greet you

for real!
Oh, how I‘ve
missed your 
luscious lips!





Mhhhh!
You taste so 

good!

Love your 
dress by the

way!

Thanks!
You too!

But yours looks very
professional as well. 
Really accentuates

your curves!

Well, thank you!
It‘s the latest
fashion at the

office.



You guessed it, the reality engine is
already at work!



As Norah shows Irene around, they walk into one of the conference rooms where Mikael is playing on his phone…

His name
is…

But I doubt he 
can help with a 
complex thing

like that.

See that guy
over there. He‘s
my code monkey.

Holy shit!
It’s really working!

Look at those 
clothes!



Code Monkey?
I’ve got a fucking 

PhD!





See that stud
over there. This 

is my brilliant
assistant Mikael 

Valdes!

I‘m… I‘m
gonna greet
him properly.

*whisper*
Wow!

He… he looks
hot!



Ni… Nice 
to meet you

too!

Nice to meet
you! I hope

we can work
together.

Hi, there!
I‘m Irene. Irene 
Fortune. I‘ll be

working on your 
boss‘s project for

a bit.

Wow!
She’s so close! And 
so hot! This is ten 

times hotter in real 
than just writing 

these things down. 
*gulp*

Oh… err…
*gulp*



Oh, 
wow!



I hope you like 
strawberries

then!

I think we‘d
make a great

team!

Mhhhh!
You are a 

great kisser, 
Mikael.

Oh… I… I LOVE 
strawberries!

Oh… *gulp*
Your lips taste 

like strawberries!



Now that he knows his App
can really operate the Reality
Engine to his wishes, Mikael
gets more “cocky”!





Watch as Mikael enjoys his
two willing coworkers in
totally normal situations ☺.



End of Teaser

Hello, Hexxet here. 

What will Mikael do next with the Reality
Engine? How is he going to use his two
willing science biatches?

The complete comic is ~65 comic pages
long and contains 11 pinups. It’s available
on my Patreon, Gumroad or Fanbox:
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